We consider how x-ray-edge singularity modification occurs in a class of nonequilibrium systems with more than one Fermi sea at different chemical potentials coupled to one other. The problem is solved by generalizing the Nozieres -De Dorninicis solution for equilibrium systems to the present nonequilibrium situation. We find a much stronger orthogonality catastrophe effect associated with potential differences between different Fermi seas. Some consequences of the present result are considered.
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Recently there has been much interest in the study of nonlinear transport in mesoscopic systems where physics associated with quantum coherence in a nonequilibrium situation is expected to be uncovered. ' In this paper we shall examine the problem of how the familiar physics of an x-ray edge singularity, which is a direct consequence of the existence of sharp Fermi surfaces in equilibrium systems, is modified in a nonequilibrium environment. In particular, we shall consider model systems with more than one Fermi sea at different chemical potentials coupled to one other. The models simulate realistic situations of mesoscopic systems with leads connected to reservoirs at different chemical potentials.
The problem we study can be described by the following time-dependent one-particle Hamiltonian, ' ' We shall see that the present problem is qualitatively quite different from the previous one since electrons in the present case can "disappear" by tunneling from one Fermi sea to another.
Following ND, we consider the time-ordered Green's function F""»(t, t') =Xz,z»(t/rolTcJ"(t)ck»"»(t . )S(t/ ti)lt/ro)» where S(t&,t;) = Texp( i /fi) f, /V(t ') -d t ' is the time evt olution operator under V(t') and I Po) is the wave function of the system before V(t) is switched on. The spectral function of F""(t&, t;) gives the x-ray-absorption spectrum in the usual x-ray-edge problem. Similarly we can also consider the Green's function F,(t, t') =1k,l »(t/gaol Tck"(t)ck, , (t')S(tf»tl )I tljo)»' which corresponds to x-ray emission. In the following we shall concentrate on F~since the problem of how singular behavior associated with a Fermi surface gets modified in nonequilibrium situations is quite independent of which particular process we are considering.
In F""(t&, t, )=G "(t&, t, )e '& '»', where G"(t&,t;) includes the sum of all connected diagrams and C(t/, t;) includes the sum of all single closed loops by the linked cluster theorem. Physically, the "connected" Green's function G""describes scattering of a single electron by the time-dependent potential V(t) in the presence of sharp Fermi surfaces, whereas e describes the response of the rest of the electron gas system to the timedependent potential V(t). ' Notice that the nonequilibrium 0163-1829/95/5 1(3)/2009 (4) 
where V~~= V""vp~, gz~~= tan&"6~" , and T"' (') =t(p",p;)8"", where The closed-loop contributions e (') can be obtained by following a coupling constant integration trick introduced by ND, which in the present case becomes
is easy to see that the time-ordered 5 matrix is always unitary. Thus complex phase shifts never appear in their problem.
Implications of complex phase shifts can be seen by looking at the Green's functions G""(t&, t;) and e ('&') . First consider G ""(t&, t;) . According to Eq. (4), G "(t, t') diverges as we set t=t& and t'=t;. This spurious divergence comes from our approximate treatment of the short-time behavior of g "(t). Following ND, we introduce a short-time cutoff (imp) '(-5p, , ') rately, but can be used to determine the second, nonequilibrium contribution to the self-energy. Combining this result with Eqs. (9) and (10), we obtain after some algebra,
Notice that C(t) has the same form as in the equilibrium case except that p,~are not all equal and BJ's are in general complex in the present case.
The appearance of complex 8, in C(t) implies that the usual orthogonality catastrophe effect observed in equilibrium systems which is refiected in the In~(pt~t erm in the above equation will be further enhanced in the present case, where (XV""')voq n',~( p, , go),
where go is an energy cutoff giving the region where Eq. (9) is valid. The above formula can be derived by Fouriertransforming G,(t,t' ) and looking at the contribution to 7g p 5 in energy space. For finite t; &, there is an additional contribution C (t).
Following ND, we write G ""(t, t) = G,(t,t) +G,(t, t), and extract C from G . After some algebra,
we obtain where we replace V "by kV""everywhere in Eq. (8).
Following ND, we divide the contributions to C(t) into two parts, C(t) = C "(t)+ C (t). The first part comes in the limit (t& t;)~~, and -has the form C (t)~inst, where 6 is the self-energy correction to the energy of the many-body wave function leap)
coming from the static potential V"~. This part can be extracted from the t f( )~+ ( -)~l imit 'of G "(t, t'~t)=G™, (t, t'~t) , which again diverges because of our crude approximation in short-time behavior of G . Physically, the absolute value of self-energy depends sensitively on the short-time behavior of g~, which we treat very crudely. As a result, we cannot obtain correctly the absolute value of self-energy from our approximate G However, the contribution to self-energy from regions around the Fermi surfaces can be obtained from our G I'(z) is the usual gamma function analytic continued onto the complex z plane. The spectral function of F"" is proportional to lmF (cu) and can be extracted from Eq. (12b) easily. Qualitatively, the spectral functions show that x-ray-edge singularities will be observed at all Fermi surfaces for a system out of equilibrium. However, the edge singularities are broadened (asymmetrically) now because of a lifetime effect associated with complex phase shifts. For a two-channel system as in the photoluminescence experiment proposed at the beginning of the paper, there will be two broadened x-ray-edge peaks observed at the two Fermi surfaces. The broadening width is proportional to the chemical potential difference between the two quantum wells.
In equilibrium condensed matter physics there exist many phenomena which are closely related to the physics of an x-ray-edge singularity or orthogonality catastrophe. For example, the problem of a two-level system coupled to a reservoir of electrons' (dissipative tunneling problem), and the Kondo effect. One may ask what will happen to these effects if the reservoir of electrons is in a nonequilibrium state " as described in the present paper. It is obvious that the results obtained in this paper are relevant to these problems. For example, in the case of the nonequilibrium Kondo problem, the present result suggests that Kondo peaks will be found pinned at all Fermi surfaces in a nonequilibrium situation. However, the peaks will be broadened by the much stronger orthogonality catastrophe effect associated with the nonequilibrium environment. Details of this study will be reported elsewhere. ' This work was supported by UPGC Hong Kong through Grant No. UST123/92E.
